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Remember: you must number every box of House of Reps ballot or your vote will be invalid.
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edi tor ial

When it comes to the federal election there is really only one option:
letʼs get rid of the Howard gang
- these guys are clearly not willing to see or capable of seeing the
bigger picture – or in other words:
their only picture is to stay in power
no matter what and to ﬁll the coffers
of the corporations. If your “vision”
for the future is a neverending rise
of share values and you donʼt give a
damn about pretty much everything
else, then you may end up voting
for Johnny, and this economy and
interest rate issue will be Howardʼs
desperate last attempt. Arenʼt the
voters able to see that Howardʼs
economical “success” story is due to
the overheating , literally speaking,
of China, which is seriously choking from burning Australian coal,
building one new coal ﬁred power
station every week? So I hope that
I was right when I said that the
readers of this newsletter donʼt need
any more enlightenment regarding
Howard. But when I imagine the
Labor Party sitting in the driver seat,
well, it looks less horrible but the
damn car is still going in the same
wrong direction. Supplying energy
from coal has to come to an end,
the sooner the better, and all the talk
about “clean coal” has the same
motivation as the support for more
uranium mining: as long as the owners of that stuff get incredible proﬁts
from selling it, they will try everything to shove their lackeys into
governments until theyʼve sold the
last kilogram. We know that renewable energy sources will be the basis
of future economies – so let us make
it the highest priority to reach that
state as soon as possible without
the deviations and their catastrophic
consequences. The Green Party
wants to develop a strategy within
the next three years how to phase
out coal, which means how to approach the next logical step.
Another example: clearfelling of
old growth forests for whatever
reasons is just stupid and greedy and

deserves to be treated as a severe
crime - it is like ﬁshing with dynamite - and we know what the Labor
Party wants for Tasmania. Where
is the difference to Howard and
company? The Green Party points
to the statistics which show how
many jobs can be created when
tourists enjoy natural environments and energy is produced
by renewable resources. No hard
working fellow in Tassie should be
scared of not being able to make a
living because Australians want to
save old growth forests. The same
should be the case with the coalmin-

ers: when the pits are closing there
need to be other jobs for them. It is
a shame to see the big bosses from
the corporations and the unions as
allies ﬁghting for the destruction
of the environment. And I have to
admit that it was amazing how fast
Peter Garrett lost pretty much all
of his credentials as being different
from the average self-promoting
Labor MP.
On the international level the same
picture: can anyone remember
Kevin Rudd speaking up for the
Palestinians or confronting Bush
about human rights violations,
torture or the treatment of David
Hicks? I donʼt! When Bush spoke
to Australian parliamentarians only
two Green senators spoke out and
were treated like outlaws. And
Peter Garrett? A few months ago he
expressed his unconditional support for another “Pine Gap” which
the American Government wants to
build on the Australian West Coast.
That was an excellent opportunity to
say: if you guys want us to cooperate for the sake of whatever then
you cooperate with us by joining the
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Kyoto Protocol ﬁrst. As a minister
for the environment Peter Garrett
would remain a shadow even in
government, a dead man walking.
So when some people and most of
the media call The Greens “radical” they want to put them down as
unacceptable but we should know
better because the origin of the word
“radical” is the Latin word “radix”
which means “root”. When you
donʼt want any cosmetic changes at
the surface of a problem or any ﬁddling with symptoms then you have
to dig deeper to where the trouble
originates: at the roots. The times
are more than ready for radical
changes.
The vote for the Senate is the easy
one: We need every Green Senator
we can get! The House of Representatives is a different matter, because
there is no chance that the Greens
will gain direct access to legislative
power there, so it is mandatory to
put Labor under pressure by voting for The Greens and give Kevin
Rudd only the second vote with the
clear message that this vote will be
withdrawn at the next election if he
acts against Green essentials. Some
people may argue that this is not a
realistic threat because the coalition
would always be seen as the worse
evil and not voting for Labor would
mean victory for the Coalition. But I
disagree because in the long run the
hope for a radical change is not even
depending on who is being paid as
a Minister. The change has to come
from the roots of democracy. When
the vast number of politically lethargic Australians get involved beyond
ticking some boxes every three
years, when they understand that the
future for them and their kids cannot
be saved anymore by “politicians”,
then the ships are sailing towards
the right shores. It would be sad if
global climate catastrophies were
needed to teach that lesson.
Klaus
(As an example of grass roots activities see
the call for Nuclear Free Zones p.15)

GREEN HOUSE
OPEN DAY
David Johnstone
opened his house to
the public to show
how he has transformed an ordinary
Queenslander into a
green house extraordinaire. The house
generates electricity
with solar panels,
selling excess back
to the grid, and has
more than 9,000 litres
of water storage, plus
many other clever
initiatives.
All proceeds came
to the CEC, and we
thank David for his
generosity and the
hard work he put into
promoting and organising the day.

WORLD
ENVIRONMENT DAY
...was a huge success. The atmosphere was friendly
and angst-free, and
that was possibly the
best aspect of the
event.
Thanks to all who
helped make it great.

Why vote in a world
gone mad?
At some time in the last thirty years,
most of us decided that the suburban lifestyle we grew up in was
a train wreck waiting to happen,
and jumped off. We came here and
quietly created an alternative lifestyle. Now, the train we leaped from
has caught up. Subdivisions carve
up wetlands, farmland and nature
reserves. Paved surfaces reach into
the rainforest; dead snakes, echidnas
and bandicoots decorate the verges;
wild dogs, lantana and camphor
laurel displace existing ecosystems. Supermarkets replace local
shops, fast food supplants the local
cafe and chambers of commerce
transmogrify into lobby groups for
developers.
Do we stand and ﬁght? Do we give
up, sit in the fountains and drink
champagne? Do we rejoin the
race to accumulate enough wealth
to make sure we are not the ﬁrst
pushed off the cliff? I donʼt think
that any of those are real solutions.
I believe that we are all in this
together, that the people living in
Tweed Heads, Banora Point and
Salt have the same interests as we
do. They are, in fact, us. There is no
them.
We all breed, we dream, we die. We
imagine a future that is better than
the past, we seek pleasure rather
than pain, satisfaction rather than
angst.
Those of us who have given up
chasing the illusion of material
wealth for the true satisfaction of
community, who have replaced the
accumulation of things with the
pursuit of happiness, who have a
culture of contribution rather than
consumption, are lucky. We are
lucky because we know that the
pursuit of happiness is a personal,
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spiritual journey and that the pursuit
of material wealth is an illusion.
It enslaves us, it harnesses us to
the global economy. Civilisation
has never been sustainable. It has
always created waste, consumed
resources, expanded into the green
ﬁelds on its borders. Agriculture
spawned cities and empires, then
desert followed. Now, there are billions of us. The planet is full. Unless
we colonise space, we have to shift
gear: stop seeking empty spaces and
start to live in harmony: not just
with each other, but with the environment that supports us.
I have stood for parliament because
the electorate of Richmond can
show the rest of the world how to
build a regional economy based on
renewable energy, local industry and
natural farming. It will be built of
small villages surrounded by walls
rather than divided by fences, within
walking distance of the ﬁelds that
feed them. It will be designed to
survive the demise of the motor car.
The Greens will build an economy
based on renewable resources.
Sunshine, plantation timber and
hemp. The Greens will marshal our
non-renewable resources so they
are used to build infrastructure that
will last for centuries, not decades.
The Greens will engage with other
Green governments around the
world to create a global economy
that is fair, not free. We donʼt need
to change the system, we simply
have to take control of it.
Why Vote?
We have to reshape the world and
voting is the most powerful tool we
have. Iʼm convinced that you will
vote for me. Iʼm hoping that you
will help me to convince our neighbours in Tweed Heads.
Giovanni Ebono (Greens candidate
for Richmond electorate).

PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT CONTROL PLAN
(DCP) FOR MURWILLUMBAH
LACK OF CONCENSUS AND
TRANSPARENCY
Local planning instruments like
LEP’s and DCP’s should reﬂect
the consensual community view
following genuine broad participation via public meetings. We
don’t believe this has been the
case regarding the formulation
of the proposed Murwillumbah
DCP.
The General Manager, Mike
Rayner, has brought attention
to the need to provide local
employment for local residents.
Why then are consultancy studies awarded to remote ﬁrms in
Sydney and SE Queensland
and why are the chief decision
makers like administrators and
directors of departments also
foreign to the Shire?
We believe there is a lack of local grass-roots democracy as a
result of non residents awarding
contracts to foreign ﬁrms who
then do not sufﬁciently engage
with local residents.
For example we believe the
plans to develop Knox Park and
South Murwillumbah bear no
relationship to the needs and
desires of local affected residents.
KNOX PARK
Knox Park provides many services for a wide variety of active
and passive users. Much of the
park has already been given
over to buildings and hard bitumenised and concrete surfaces.
The Peace Walk and other
informal plantings help to provide some balance to the more
formal avenues and other exotic
plots and beds on the north and
eastern sides of the park.
The Peace Walk resulted from a
community based project where
volunteers provided much of

the labour to plant trees largely
or in part supplied by Bruce
Chick. Mainly locally indigenous
species were chosen to reﬂect
the natural environment of the
locale. This and other parts
of the park have been unfairly
maligned because they are
used by youths who consume
alcohol and (possibly) other
drugs. It is naïve to believe that
bright lights and the removal of
vegetation will remove the use
of drugs by local youths. It is
also naïve to believe that tall
buildings around the edge of the
park will affect night time activities within. Plenty of people get
bashed in Hyde Park, Sydney,
which is surrounded by high rise
buildings.
We object to the reconﬁguration
of the Peace Walk because it
will change the informal character of the precinct and will
result in a net loss of indigenous
vegetation.
Too much of the park has already been buried under buildings and car parks. We strongly
object to the loss of more green
open space and especially the
removal of native trees.
We mourn the steady removal
of healthy trees and vegetation from town parks like the
Stan Sercombe Oval. Mown
grass is boring and sterile and
requires high orders of maintenance in terms of chemicals
including CO2 emitting mowers
consuming fossil fuel to create
an impoverished eco-system
that requires inputs of water and
fertilisers. Lawns and petunia
beds are not ecologically sustainable.
HEIGHT LIMITS AND MULTI
STOREY BUILDINGS
Currently Murwillumbah has no
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buildings over three storeys in
height. This is a natural limit imposed by the structural necessity of conventional ‘materials’
and the limit of non-mechanical
walk-up ability.
These limitations have given
rise to a human scale that most
people feel comfortable with.
Beyond three storeys, views
become restricted, and the cost
threshold must be crossed in
terms of energy consuming elevators and more sophisticated
and expensive building technologies.
Most residents of Murwillumbah
and the Tweed generally are
opposed to multi storey Gold
Coast style development which
they see as being inhuman,
sterile and giving rise to problems of solar access (sunlight)
and access to views.
Even Tweed Heads has traditionally been limited to three storey development. We believe
three storeys is a reasonable
height limit for the whole of the
shire outside downtown Tweed
Heads. Some communities may
legitimately desire a two storey
height limit.
It is hypocritical for local planners and foreign consultants to
extol the virtues of local character and heritage values and
then promote four and six storey
height limits.
Six storey buildings in South
Murwillumbah is a ludicrous
idea that is totally out of character in Murwillumbah.
Trafﬁc and parking demand and
problems are already signiﬁcant
in Murwillumbah. Four storey
and six storey high precincts will
unnecessarily exacerbate trafﬁc
and parking problems.

TYALGUM DAM
SUMMARY
The process of developing the
proposed DCP for Murwillumbah
was not sufﬁciently inclusive and
transparent. The background
data from public surveys should
be available, to show the rationale for “revitalising” Knox Park,
and for imposing new height
limits. Where do these outlandish ideas come from?
Four storeys is too high for areas
around Knox Park.
Six storeys is too high for the
South Murwillumbah / Prospero
Street precinct.
A three storey height limit is sufﬁcient for down town precincts
throughout the shire because
of natural walk-up thresholds
(elevators are not sustainable).
Natural lighting and ventilation
should become mandatory.
Trafﬁc and parking problems will
be greatly exacerbated by these
proposals.
The community and Bruce
Chick’s involvement should be
respected and the Peace Walk
should retain its informal and
indigenous character.
The youth delinquency problems
are more imaginary than real and
will not be solved by “revitalising”
Knox Park (whatever “revitalising” means).
E.P. Hopkins
Co-ordinator
Caldera Environment Centre

THE OXLEY MORON
The Oxley River (formerly the Middle Arm of the
Tweed River) ﬂows from the Border Ranges in New
South Wales, to within a few kilometres west of
Murwillumbah where it joins the South Arm of the
Tweed River. It ﬂows from west to east through the
middle of the Wollumbin (Mt. Warning) shield volcano
erosion caldera.
The caldera is the largest basin of its kind in the southern hemisphere and supports a Gondwanic refugia (or
remnants) of rainforests which form parts of the ʻCentral Eastern Rainforest Reserves of Australia (CERRA)
World Heritage Estateʼ. The caldera is one of the most
bio diverse parts of Australia and has the most rare and
endangered plants and animals of anywhere in N.S.W.
By any measure it is a bioregion worthy of the utmost
protection and demands a minimum of destructive
development.
Early this year Mr. Howard and Mr. Turnbull announced their decision to nominate the Oxley River
as a possible source of water for S.E. Queensland and
proposed a thirty metre high concrete wall at Rocky
Cutting to create a dam which would ﬂood the valley
including the village of Tyalgum. The same idea was
rejected by the New South Wales Public Works Department in 1977 because of the high cost of land resumptions and the disruption/destruction caused to existing
infrastructure dwellings and farms.
The cavalier and undemocratic actions of Howard
and Turnbull towards centralizing power in knee jerk
reactive responses does not auger well for sensible and
representative decision-making.
Clearly, to have an ex-merchant banker and privatizing ideologue in charge of the Commonwealthʼs public
water resources, and even more worryingly as the Minister responsible for the Environment, is like putting
Dracula in charge of the blood bank. It is worth noting
that Lucy Turnbull (Malcolmʼs wife) was an Administrator of Tweed Shire from 2005-2007. The perception
of conﬂicts of interest is not unreasonable.
To have Malcolm Turnbull as the Minister for the Environment is an Oxley Moron!
Hop.E
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MINUTES, CEC GENERAL MEETINGS
== June 2007 ==
Federal Election: Greens are opposed to dams but have not been
very vocal on the current issue. The
Greens have the ability to now really capitalise on the issue politically, and garner a lot of support from
the community, some members of
which who wouldnʼt normally vote
for them would, because of the dam
issue. Justine Elliott ALP has made
real progress on the issue and has
been working on the dams campaign from day one.
Other Dams: Rowlandʼs Creek and
Byrrill Creek dams are still an option and are probably more likely to
be developed if the Rocky-Cutting
Dam is quashed.
Tweed Shire Council had the
opportunity to attend a meeting in
the Clarence discussing the issue,
and so had the ability to reject the
Fedʼs proposal, but did not attend.
The councilʼs reason for not attending was cited as the cost was too
expensive and the council is already
overworked.
Point made that the Council is not
making a fuss over the dam as they
are hoping for a ﬁnancial incentive
to build one of their own water supplies - Byrrill Creek or raise Clarrie
Hall.
World Environment Day: CEC
did well.
Wooyung campaign group has
produced a ﬁlm, shown at festival.
Nuclear protest in Brisbane:
- Peace Convergence - Talisman
Games

== July 2007 ==
Rocky Cutting - Dams: Kerry
Nettle - Greens Senator federal,
visited Rocky Cutting site, on
Wednesday, 6th. There was a write
up in the Daily News the next day.
The mountain was also set on ﬁre

by the landowner that same day and
has since engulfed the mountain.
Development West of
Murwillumbah, along Old Lismore
Rd., the road is to be widened. This
will destroy the habitat of several
rare ﬂora species, including Davidsonʼs Plum.
Rally For Rivers: Meeting is
to be held in the civic centre on
23rd July as a prelude to a rally in
Murwillumbah on Aug 4. Local
politicians have been invited and
Sam will be presenting environmental information at the start of the
meeting.

== August 2007 ==
West Mur-bah development project, noted.
Project managers for the
Wollumbin festival have approached Jim and Sam about having
the CEC organise the environmental workshops There will be two
keynote forums one on water issues
and another about the naming of Mt
Warning vs Wollumbin, the latter issue is not what CEC will be
involved with.

== September 2007 ==
The Greenhouse Open Day, many
people viewed the Greenhouse.
“The Green House.” has lots of
eco-features, such as water tanks,
solar power being fed back into the
grid, recycling materials to build
the house. There was a tour of the
house. HopE of CEC ofﬁcially
opened the day. (Passive ventilation, solar hotwater, water storage,
no mow garden, solar electricty).
Solar Power brochure has been
created (CD), the brochure provides
good information to the public.
The Greens meet regularly every
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(abridged)

month on the ﬁrst Thursday of the
month at 7pm at the Red Cross Hall.
Are gearing up for the elections as
best as possible. The best guess for
a date is any time from late November. A campaign committee has
been formed with the Ballina Byron
Greens. Activities include going to
markets with a stall 15/9 at Knox
Park, 16/9 at Tweed Heads, 23/9
at Murwillumbah Showground.
66725749 are organising volunteers
to help with the stalls. Volunteers
are always necessary.
Public Education Forums organised by Chris Goudcamp is happening at Murwillumbah High School
on the 25th of September. Kerry
Nettle will be present at these forums. Another forum will be held in
Byron on the 26th. September.
John Kaye Greens MLC. Bring
a plate at the Red Cross Hall Knox
Park. Friday the 5th a meeting with
NGOs involved with public housing, transport and coastal groups
(development).
West Murwillumbah Development: Jim gave a presentation to
the Council Community Access
Meeting regarding the development
of Old Lismore Rd.
A memorial was held for Bruce
Chick. A long service with musical interludes. Guest speakers were
Bruceʼs old associates. The most
interesting part was ʻBartyʼ an
old teaching colleague who related ﬁshing tales. There was much
emphasis on the High School part
of his career. His family members
talked about his family life and his
6 children. HopE wrote a letter recommending that TSC extend Chick
Park to incorporate the adjacent
cane ﬁeld.

== October ==
Executive meeting decided AGM
November 13th.

Well it’s all happening, with a good chance for Australia
to regain a little integrity. Not that Rudd, Gillard or (sob)
Peter Garrett are shining examples but if we can remove the
weasel-worded one we must be ahead. Some say evil does
not seem too gross a term (think children overboard, weapons of mass destruction and the politics of fear and greed)
but at the very least he has, in the words of Hugh Mackay,
“been the exemplar, the reinforcer, the encourager of all the
things that go with disengagement, such as prejudice, loss
of compassion, a decline of tolerance...he has reinforced
dark impulses within us...rather than reinforcing the noble
impulses which are also within us.” (radio national, 5-1007)

can work with just a little government incentive. With guarantees, initiated in 2004 and ﬁnanced by government, that
energy produced with renewable resources will be bought at
3 times the normal market value for 25 years, renewable energy consumption has reached 19%. At this rate Spain will
exceed its 2010 target by mid 2008. With a similar government scheme, begun in 2000, Germany has doubled Spain’s
output, despite having only about half as many sunny days
as Spain. There are currently 250,000 jobs in the renewable
energy sector in Germany. Investors and politicians in both
countries predict that within 6 years the incentives will no
longer be necessary. Read more at www.planetark.org/dailynewsstory.cfm/newsid/44.

We certainly can’t write him off, because he remains the
consumate politician, possibly the
most skilled this country has ever
produced. But we deﬁnitely have a
good chance to shuck him off this
time.

Statistics like those really show up our government’s foolishness. Howard’s answer to
Global Warming is nuclear
power and ‘clean coal’ (an
oxymoron if ever there was
one).

Enough of that rant. I hesitate to
hold my breath.

Finally a last piece of good
news. John Howard’s and
Malcolm Turnbull’s seats are
in the top 14 most marginal seats in the country.

To less emotive fare, a company in
Finland, Enfucel in Helsinki to be precise, have developed
an environmentally friendly battery, capable of many uses
which require reasonably small amounts of power. They
have used printing and laminating technology to apply anode, electrolyte and cathode pastes in separate layers, with
paper separating them. Provided they use post-consumer
100% recycled paper, (and they could even use hemp), this
will be a huge step forward for batteries.

Vote early and vote often,
Consuela.

Speaking of which, next year the European Union will
make recycling batteries compulsory, and will ban all those
with more than a trace of cadmium or mercury. (both of
these items came from BBC radio 4, 29-8-07).

p.s. Please show the front cover of this
TREE to anyone you know who might not
be voting Green.

Staying in Europe, Spain is proving that renewable energy
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Some Questions for Candidates
Greens Candidate, Giovanni Ebono (www.greens.org) &
Labor Candidate Justine Elliot (www.alp.org.au)
respond ...
Nationals Candidate, Sue Page, was unable to respond in time for this publication. Sue advises that,
once announced, the National Party policies will be available at www.nationals.org.au .
(The CEC would like to point out that this questionnaire was sent to the three candidates one month
before publication.)
_________________
1. Do you think there should be limits to

(i) Population Growth - Globally / Nationally / Locally?
Giovanni: YES to all three.
(ii) Economic Growth - Globally / Nationally / Locally?
Giovanni: Yes to all three.
(iii) How can limits be enacted?
Giovanni: This is an extremely difﬁcult question. Iʼll take
population ﬁrst. There has to be a combination of top down directives and incentives enacted by government combined with education and opportunity. The observable facts are that afﬂuent, well educated
women have less children. Most European countries rely on immigration to maintain their population.
This means that the best means of global population control is an end to world poverty and exploitative
trade. The economy is more difﬁcult. Civilization is geared to growth and has been inherently unsustainable. This is a century long project that requires a rethink of the foundations of our economy
Justine did not respond to question 1.
2.(i) Do you sincerely believe in the principles of Ecologically Sustainable Development?
Giovanni: I do, and I have dedicated my life and career to it.
(ii) How can we maintain biodiversity and ensure intergenerational equity?
Giovanni: The localisation of our economies and a fundamental
change to our settlement patterns.
Justine: Ecologically sustainable development is essential to
maintaining the health of our environment, our society and our economy. Australia is now seeing the
effects of unsustainable development and farming practices on the Murray-Darling River system, and
closer to home we have seen the effects of overdevelopment on the Gold Coast. Ecologically sustainable development is the responsibility of all levels of Government - Federal, State and Local - and
involves sensible and balanced planning decisions and incentives for families and businesses to act in
an environmentally prudent manner.
3.(i) Do you believe Global Warming is man made?
Giovanni: I do.
Justine: To me, the science around global warming is irrefutable - Climate Change is real, it is man made, and it is the biggest threat to the future sustainability of
our planet. Federal Labor has long taken seriously the issue of Climate Change. All aspects of society
- Governments, business, community groups and individuals, need to work together to ﬁght against the
effects of global warming. This is not just an environmental issue - it is an economic and social issue
as well. This is in contrast to the Liberal/National Parties, who are sceptical about the fact that climate
-8-

for the Seat of Richmond.
change is man made, and have failed to deal with its impact. Recently, Liberal/National Party members presented a report to Parliament openly and publicly questioning the accepted science of man
made climate change, and described those who believe in man made Climate Change as ʻfanaticsʼ. In
contrast the Federal Labor Party is committed to taking action to combat Climate Change.
(ii) Specify 10 practical ways of reducing Global Warming that could be initiated immediately.
Giovanni: An end to old growth logging immediately. A shift
to renewable energy through immediate increase of MRETS to 20%. No new coal ﬁred power stations.
Subsidies for solar thermal and photovoltaic production at a community and regional level.
Justine: 1) Reduce the waste of water by ﬁxing leaky pipes,
2) Ratify the Kyoto Protocol in order to initiate global action and cooperation on climate change,
3) Replace regular light bulbs with compact ﬂuorescent bulbs that use a quarter of the energy, cost
a quarter as much over their lifetime and last 10 times longer, 4) Use green bags at the supermarket
instead of plastic shopping bags, 5) Ensure that energy efﬁciency ratings are standardised across the
country and available on all appliances, 6) Develop a national emissions scheme to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. Federal Labor has set a target of a 60% reduction in greenhouse gas emissions by
2050, 7) Signiﬁcantly increase investment in renewable energy such as wind, solar and geo thermal
technologies, 8) Provide incentives for Australian families to invest in green technologies. Federal
Labor will offer $10,000 interest free loans to households for solar panels, water tanks and insulation,
9) Work more cooperatively between all levels of Government - Federal, State and Local - to ensure
standards in emissions trading, rebates for green technology and building regulations, 10) Provide increased funding to universities to invest in research and technologies that help combat climate change,
so that our best scientists and their research do not continue to move off shore. This has been occurring over the past decade due to Federal Government inaction and lack of support to our scientists.
(iii) Do you think the current Government has acted signiﬁcantly, sufﬁciently on this issue during
the past decade?
Giovanni: The government has done everything in its
power to stop renewable energy production.
4. Do you think Australiaʼs involvement in Iraq was justiﬁed? Has made the world more secure?
Should Australian troops be immediately withdrawn? How can the situation in Iraq be resolved?
Giovanni: No, No, Yes, through a council of Arab states
and non-aligned powers
Justine: Federal Labor has maintained a clear and consistent position on Iraq from the invasion in 2003 until the present. Our original opposition to the war
was based on our belief that the international rule of law must be strengthened to deal with emerging
crises and not bypassed. Federal Labor believes that our Australian troops had no place in Iraq in the
ﬁrst place, and has put forward an exit strategy which would see Australiaʼs 520 Australian combat
troops in the Overwatch Battle Group from Dhi Qar and Al Muthannah Provinces steadily withdrawn.
This would take place in consultation with our Coalition partners to develop a timetable which takes
into account operational considerations such as the cycle of troop rotation. Regarding the current
Iraq situation, Labor is in agreement with the bipartisan US Iraq Study Group, the majority of the US
Congress and a number of senior US Generals that fundamentally the only solution in Iraq is a political one, which will involve the sectarian factions resolving their differences and ending the civil war.
More than anything, Iraq needs infrastructure and economic support, from the international community. Continued military support without an actual strategy is not appropriate in Iraq, though Federal
Labor would continue the current ADF committment to the Persian Gulf in the form of naval vessels
and aircraft to monitor oil smuggling and terrorist-related activity, as these contributions are vital to
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security in the region. We would also continue to provide a Baghdad security detachment in order to
protect Australian diplomats.
5.(a) Do you think the Australian Government is using terrorism as a jingoistic and xenophobic
device to inﬂame fear and promote nationalism to garner voter support?
Giovanni: Yes
(b) Is the current level of national defence spending justiﬁed?
Giovanni: No, but we do need to engage more with
our northern neighbours
Justine did not respond to question 5.
6. (i) Should Australian Uranium be sold to countries with a nuclear weapons industry/capability ?
Giovanni: No
(ii) Do you set any store in non-proliferation or other bilateral treaties?
Giovanni: Yes, but they are not enough on their own
(iii) Do you think Australian uranium can be tracked and quarantined from damaging
or belligerent deployment?
Giovanni: Not necessarily and certainly not sufﬁciently to justify selling uranium.
Justine did not reply to question 6.
7.(i) Are you in favour of nuclear reactors for electrical generation in Australia?
Giovanni: No
Justine: Environmentally and economically, the case
for Nuclear Power in Australia does not stack up, and it will not happen under a Rudd Labor Government. It is simply not a sensible option for Australia, with our relatively low population. Australia
has the largest amount of sunlight, and is surrounded by water - therefore we should be encouraging solar, wave and wind power. With our vast array of mineral resources, we also need to provide
greater funding for the development of clean coal technology. I and Federal Labor also have concerns
about storage and safety of nuclear power and waste storage. It is simply not worth the risk. For the
Howard Government and National Party, Nuclear Power is the sum total of their planning on Climate
Change, and the Howard Government has actively encouraged the development of a Nuclear Power
industry in Australia. This is especially concerning considering that it will take 15 years to develop
a national industry, and 15 years is too late to start addressing climate change - we needed action 10
years ago. We know the Howard Government and National Party have a plan to build 25 nuclear
power plants in Australia, and I am concerned that because these plants will need to be near water,
Richmond will be selected as a site. I will ﬁght against the Liberal/National Party when they decide
to put a reactor in Richmond. The Federal Labor Party is ﬁrmly opposed to nuclear reactors in Australia. Put simply, there will be no nuclear power stations OR nuclear waste dumps if a Rudd Labor
Government is elected.
(ii) Would you oppose (a) a local reactor? Giovanni: YES..
(b) a regional reactor? Giovanni: Yes
(c) any reactor anywhere in Australia? Giovanni: Yes
8. To stretch Australiaʼs energy and water resources what measures should the Government (a)
initiate (b) subsidise and (c) to what level?
Giovanni: Domestic, community and regional recycling
and rainwater capture. Drink the rainwater, recycle everything else. Do it as close to the point of use
as possible.Integrate food production in residential areas.
What Greenhouse targets should the government commit to?
Giovanni: 3.5% per annum starting immediately (This
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is a slightly different restatement of Australian Greens policy!)
Justine: The Government should be taking advice from the
experts and scientists in this ﬁeld, and acting decisively on setting targets on reducing greenhouse gases.
So far, the Howard Government has reacted sceptically to the advice of scientists, and ridiculed their
research publicly. In contrast, Federal Labor strongly supports the setting of targets, and believes that it
helps look to other policy measures that are necessary to deal with climate change. Federal Labor has set a
target of a 60% reduction in greenhouse gas emissions by 2050
What measures have you installed in your own residence?
Giovanni: Solar hot water, passive cooling, low energy appliances including light globes, no air conditioning, minimal heating.
Justine: In my own home, I have installed compact ﬂuorescent light bulbs, recycle shower water, my household appliances have high energy efﬁciency ratings and I
turn appliances off at the switch. I have also connected to green power and have offset the personal carbon
footprint of myself and family through Greenﬂeet.
9. Are you in favour of large local dams as a water source for residents (a) locally (b) regionally?
Giovanni: No.
Would you oppose dams at Byrill Creek and Rocky Cutting? Why?
Giovanni: Yes. See answer to question 8
Liberal/National party proposal to build a dam at Rocky Cutting at Tyalgum. Kevin Rudd visited Tyalgym on July 20th and stated that under a Rudd Labor Government the dam would NOT be built. There is
no doubt that the construction of this dam will destroy villages, displace households, have an egregious
impact on the entire regionʼs economy and cause irreparable damage to our environment. I am further
concerned by a letter I received from Malcolm Turnbull on September 20th which informed me that the
Liberal/National Party Government was ready to go to the next phase in the planning of the dam on the
Oxley River. The letter stated that Malcolm Turnbull has “asked the National Water Commission to develop terms of reference for the next phase of work to further investigate options for future water supply
in north-east NSW and QLD”.
10. (a) Do you believe Australiaʼs economic prosperity is due to a small population in a large country
rich in natural resources?
Giovanni: It is largely due to our role as a quarry for the
world.
(b) Do you think our wealth depends on which political party is in government?
Giovanni: No.
(c) Do you think our wealth depends on John Howard as Prime Minister and Peter
Costello as Treasurer?
Giovanni: No
Justine did not respond to question 10.
11. Should private schools receive signiﬁcant Australian Government funding? Should private school
funding be means tested?
Giovanni: No. Means testing is a reasonable principle but can be applied in many
ways.Certainly schools should be funded on the basis of need, but the fundamental principle should be that
the state provides a reasonable education for all peopleand if parents choose not to use the state system
then that is really their personal choice for which they pay.
Justine: Schools – whether they are private, religious or public, should receive
funding on the basis of need. All schools should receive adequate funding to give each child the best edu- 11 -

cational opportunities. Federal Labor will signiﬁcantly invest in all levels of education to lift productivity and ensure our future prosperity.
Part of our Education Revolution is a $2.5 billion commitment to build Trades Training Centres in
all local high schools. I believe this will help deal with youth unemployment issues in our area, combat the skills crisis and help lift school retention rates. It is a positive practical plan that will see real
results.
12. Do you believe in three levels of government? If not how could Australia be governed more
efﬁciently?
Giovanni: The localisation of the economy means more autonomy is required
at regional and local levels. Again, a complex question beyond the scope of such a survey.
Justine: There is no doubt that there could be greater efﬁciency between all
tiers of Government, and I strongly believe that improving efﬁciencies should be a priority of the next
Government of Australia. Locals are often telling me their frustrations in dealing with different tiers
of Government, and there is genuine confusion in the community about which level of Government is
responsible for what service or funding. Most confusion and use of the blame game is in policy areas
where there is an overlapping of responsibilities – such as Health and Education. These are the services Australians rely on, and yet the last 11 years has seen blame shifting between different levels of
Government which exacerbates the problem. A lot of money can be saved if duplication is minimised
between the three levels of Government, and Federal Labor is committed to this process. Kevin Rudd
has appointed a Shadow Minister for Federal/State relations, and, if elected, will hold an enquiry into
the relations between all levels of Government in order to pinpoint these duplications and offer solutions as to ways they can be minimised.
13. Do you think subsidized dental services should be available as part of Medicare Public?
Giovanni: Yes
Justine: I believe that dental services should be supported by the Federal
Government. The Australian Constitution clearly states that the Federal Government has responsibility for dental health, and one of the ﬁrst acts of the Howard Government – with National Party support – was to abolish the Commonwealth Dental Health Scheme. This has meant that there are now
650,000 people across Australia on waiting lists and the States have not been given adequate funding to dealing with the issue. Public preventative dental health care has also been cut, and this puts a
greater strain on the public health service and public hospitals. Federal Labor has announced that if
elected we will reinstate Commonwealth dental services and provide treatment for 1 million Australians in order to clear the waiting list.
14. (i) Are you happy with current levels of government support for public broadcasters like the
ABC and SBS?
Giovanni: The SBS budget is a fraction of the ABC budget. Both budgets
have been viciously squeezed in the last decade and need to be lifted
Justine: It is obvious that the ABC and SBS need greater support from the
Federal Government, and that the ABC in particular has a long tradition as being one of Australiaʼs
most important cultural institutions. In 2006 the Federal Government commissioned a report into ABC
funding conducted by KPMG, which cost taxpayers $417,000. While the Federal Government now
refuses to release the report, we know that it states that the ABC will be forced to cut services if funding is not increased by $125 million over the next three years above inﬂation. The KPMG report also
found that this additional funding is needed to service remote and regional areas. Australia is ranked
17th out of 18 in terms of funding for nations with comparable national broadcasters, with Greece the
only nation behind us. Australians invest approx ten cents per day, versus 32 cents for every Briton to
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fund the BBC. Increased funding is desperately needed to enable the ABC to continue to provide Australians with high quality broadcasting services,
free from political and commercial interference and so that it is able to exploit the potential of new technology to deliver attractive and innovative content over digital television and the internet.
(ii) Do you think there should be private advertising on publicly owned media?
Giovanni: No
Justine: I believe that private advertising will have a negative impact on the integrity of the ABC. The ABC survives as such a great institution because it reﬂects the character of the Australian population without having to appeal to or be swayed by advertisers. Should advertising be allowed on
the ABC, it is likely that programming decisions could be inﬂuenced. I disagree with Howard Government
Minister Chris Pyne who recently stated that the ABC should look at more revenue streams such as advertising, and John Howard and Communications Minister Helen Coonan who said that they were willing to
consider advertising.
(iii) How do you inform yourself about current affairs?
Giovanni: - Internet, radio, community meetings.
Justine: Various media outlets – For local news, I look to the local papers and
radio stations. National papers such as The Australian, The Sydney Morning Herald and the Daily Telegraph
– as well as their respective websites. National TV broadcasters are informative. I also speak with locals
about current affairs that are important to them and the impact they have on their family.
--------------------------------------------------------------------

SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL ENVIRONMENT CENTRE
- JOIN UP OR RENEW YOUR MEMBERSHIP SHOP WITH US AND HELP US KEEP THE DOOR OPEN

4 Queen Street, Murwillumbah

Groovy hemp hats (Nepal), hemp lip balm, hip clothes, good diaries, Nimbin candles, books, ...
stuff like that. Good stuff.

TWEED VALLEY WILDLIFE CARERS: 66724789, www.tvwc.org
HELP SAVE HASTINGS POINT FROM OVERDEVELOPMENT
www.savehastingspoint.com.au

Volunteers needed for polling booths
on election day.
The Greens need volunteers to help hand out how to vote cards on election day.
If you can help please contact :
Ari Ehrlich on 0266 792292
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Chemical Free Weed Control

By Geoff Dawe

Part 4, WEED SUCCESSION AND REPLACEMENT AT CUMBEBIN
This is the ﬁnal part of a four-part
article by Byron Environment Centre member GEOFF DAWE, regenerator consultant for the Cumbebin
Wetland in Byron Bay.

month prior to planting for a one
metre diameter planting circle, as
cut clumps have little vitality, or die
out completely with heavy shading
by their neighbours.

Banna Grass as Weed Inhibiter
and Madeira Forces Focus on
Soil

In common with all grasses, as the
tops are cut, so roots die back in
the soil to become about as long
underground as the plantʼs above
ground height. A one month return
after cutting, yields clumps perhaps
just beginning to resprout but with
roots of such small length, that the
cut clump provides little resistance
to a planting of native trees in its
vicinity.

Weeds no longer exist when all
plants are seen to be perfectly
placed. The western mechanistic
mind has little room for what is not
readily observable. Motivation for
bush regeneration therefore, has
largely come from empathising
with the noticeable plight of threatened species, rather than the less
obvious deterioration in soil.
Once the plight of soil is recognised, rampancy of plant growth,
perhaps the main reason why
particular plants are accorded weed
status is seen as beneﬁcial. It is at
this point that the bush regenerator (or agriculturalist) realises that
a policy of ﬁtting native plants
and agricultural produce in with
rampant plants has more beneﬁcial
consequences than one emphasising
weed eradication.
Banna grass, because of its rapid
growth requires regular input.
Natural regeneration among it is
close to nil and this plant is perhaps
the strongest reason why chemical
free regeneration requires that native planting supplies a full canopy.
Planting of Natives
Banna grass has its limits with
heavy shading. Native trees are
planted within it at approximately
2.7m spacings by searching among
the Banna grass growth for areas
where clumps have not tended to
occur. To consistently space plants
at 2.7m, Banna grass can be cut as
close to the ground as possible one

Maintenance
Canes growing alongside planting diameters are not removed but
retained as both a grasses inhibitor
and as protection for native seedlings. Canes alongside trail areas
or immediately on the edge of
planting diameters are cut quite
short, but allowed greater length as
one moves outward from planting
diameters or trail areas.
This prevents long canes who gain
their long length by leaning against
their neighbours, from falling over
onto native seedlings as soon as regenerators leave the project for the
day. Cut canes (as opposed to leafy
tops) are placed up in the Banna
grass clump for drying.
Once the regenerative plot is
underway, it will be noticed that
Banna grass regularly trimmed
to allow light to native seedlings,
will produce non-sprouting leafy
tops rather than canes that tend to
sprout. The leafy tops are easily
cut with shears rather than a more
fatiguing chopping action of canes
with a machete or similar, and the
tops can be thrown directly around
native seedlings as a mulch.
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Regenerators ﬁnd they are doing
three things at once: keeping Banna
grass trimmed to a height where
it is able to do most of its work
in holding out more “invasive”
grasses but at the same time allowing light to natives, and mulching
of the natives.
Banna grass as a regenerator
Long term bush regenerators will
be familiar with the edge effect
between stands of native bush
(or even stands of exotics such
as Camphor Laurel) and rampant
plant growth. There is often a lull
in the rampancy at the outer edge
of the canopy, and if Banna grass
does take up residency, because of
a strong shade intolerance, it tends
to do so away from the canopy and
therefore acts as a screen to exotic
vines and shorter grasses.
At Cumbebin, the area between the
Melaleuca wetland and the Banna
grass is one of the areas of greatest natural regeneration. When it
is considered that the northern sun
sector with its rampant vines and
grasses is the maximum expender
of human physical effort, one is
able to see Banna grass paradoxically as an inhibitor of weeds.
It is also important to notice that
its clumping growth is a strong
retainer of soil movement and that
in watercourses it has the ability to
hold banks with greater steadfastness than even the naturally occurring Lomandra species. That is not
an argument for Banna grass retention, but simply for dispassionate
attention to its superior surface soil
holding abilities.
Madeira Forces Focus on Soil
Vines, particularly Madeira and
Catʼs Claw, present a particular

difﬁculty for chemical free bush
regeneration in that they are not
defeated by shade.
It is known that human labour to
ﬁne sift for Madeira corms in soil is
appropriately rare or non-existent.
At Cumbebin Madeira outbreaks are
isolated with dense foliage natives
planted in their vicinity. The vines
are kept off the trees by simply
snipping them close to the ground.
Labour to do this becomes less
demanding the taller regenerative
plants grow and the further vines
have to climb to reach sunlight.
Long term solutions are connected
to long term views. It is reasonable to assume that dense Madeira
growth facilitates soil change that
allows an evolution to replacement
species.
In post-industrial revolution communities whose major livelihood
focus is sustainable agriculture,
regular maintenance of native forest
may involve the harvest of Madeira
corms for their use as soil tonic.
The energy stored in all bulb and
corm plants is a large food supply
that gives the plants a relative independence from soil.
That food supply is concentrated
organic matter. Its potential for
improving soil through its use as
a liquid manure, for example, is
unknown. What is known is that
speciﬁc soil micro ﬂora and fauna
often congregate around particular
species.
The search for subtropical plants
who have similar soil life around
their roots as Madeira, and who
therefore may be appreciative of
the soil improvement abilities of
Madeira, has yet to be done.
That is understandable. Both
chemical free bush regeneration,
and its inseparable twin sustainable
agriculture, are in their infancy.

Letʼs make Uki a NUCLEAR FREE ZONE
(The following text was ﬁrst published on the Uki Village website
shortly before the Labor Party decided to allow the opening of more
uranium mines. I hereby renew my call for nuclear free zones, not
only for Uki but for the whole of the Tweed Shire).
I want to live in a safe environment. And I want to prevent it from
becoming unsafe. Isnʼt it about time to act now? The leader of the
Labor Party signals that he is willing to allow the opening of more
uranium mines. Others talk even about processing uranium in Australia because you can make much more money that way. Sooner
or later we will be obliged to store radioactive waste in the outback
where “only” those blackfellas live. People who call themselves
environmentalists vote for nuclear power to reduce CO2 emissions ...
With the consent of the people in this community we should put up
two signs at the entrance to the village stating “This is a NUCLEAR
FREE ZONE”. Although I doubt that this would have any legal
power to prevent trucks with uranium stuff to drive through - it will
send a message to all the other communities in Tweed Shire, and
they may copy it. If a couple more Shires along the East Coast join
in - that may create signiﬁcant problems for uranium transports, and
THAT would be considered by mining companiesʼ shareholders. Let
us start the avalanche in Uki NOW! THINK GLOBALLY - ACT
LOCALLY !!!!!

Klaus Fuhrmann

ROLL OUT THE TANKS IN OZ
NOT IN IRAQ
After 11 years of total dominance
within the co-alition government
which now controls both Houses
of Parliament, it is arguable that
John Howard, more than anyone
else in Australia, is responsible
for the current calamity in Iraq.
Equally, after decades of burying his head in the sand about
Greenhouse and Global Warming, Howard, more than any
other individual, has caused
Australiaʼs considerable contribution to Global Warming and,
again arguably, has added considerably to Southern Australiaʼs
worst drought on record.
Even now, Howard talks about
“Climate Shift” rather than
“Global Warming”. Meanwhile
the co-alition are spending
mega millions on tax payer
funded advertisements about
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(for example) global and individual health issues rather than
funding simple immediate solutions like solar hot water panels
and subsidised dental care.
Imagine spending the current
advertising campaign budget
and our defence (really an attack?) budget of the last decade
on renewable energy research
and subsidies. “Clean” coal and
“ clean and green” nuclear are
oxymoronic and are a distant
pipe dream, (or nightmare). Add
to the military money the billions going to arid land farmers
for temporary drought relief.
ROLL OUT THE TANKS IN
AUSTRALIA; NOT IN THE
DESERTS OF THE MIDDLE
EAST.

Hop.E

SUSTAINABLE FARMS & CITIES
..., a carnival against carbon ...

WATER, ENERGY & AGRICULTURE

OPEN DAY
Friends of the koala tree planting
EAGLE FARM TYAGARAH
(Off Gray’s Lane, Blue hanger at air-strip)
27th & 28th October, 10am - 4 pm
To assist & demonstrate sustainable technologies & techniques for sustainable farms and cities

FREE ENTRANCE

Tweed Landcare Inc. 3rd Wed each month, RSL Murblbah.
The Greens meet 1st Thurs each month at 7pm at the Red Cross Hall.
Gecko General Meet, Gecko House, 139 Duringan St, Currumbin, 2nd Wed each month.
Friends of Wollumbin, Kyogle Rd, Byangum, 1st & 2nd Saturdays of the month 8am.

CALDERA ENVIRONMENT CENTRE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

Meetings of the CEC are always 2nd Tuesday of the month, 5:30pm in the shop, next meeting is on
the 13th of November, 2007.
Volunteer positions available at the Caldera Environment Centre Shop and as research persons.
The CEC is located at Queen Street, Murwillumbah, Phone 66721121,
Email tree@calderaenvironmentcentre.org or caldera@calderaenvironmentcentre.org
CEC www is calderaenvironmentcentre.org

If undelivered,please return to:

Caldera Environment Centre
PO Box 5090 Sth Murwillumbah 2484

Opinions expressed in this publication may be those of the individual authors and not neccessarily those of the CEC
or its members.
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100% recycled postconsumer oxygen bleached paper

TUESDAY 13TH NOVEMBER, 5.30PM, 4 QUEEN STREET, MURWILLUMBAH

